
ARRIVAL AND PARKING
Farmers:
From Farmington Ave, turn right onto Dover and then right 
into the parking lot. You should back the truck up and park 
in the center spot of the ‘sukkah’ - there should be an 
orange cone there blocking the spot. Move the cone aside 
and open the metal gate.

Volunteers:  
Arrive at 3:30.  The truck will be there or will arrive shortly.

Farmers and Volunteers:
The back door to the synagogue is locked, but there is a 
pizza maker using the kitchen.  Go to the door on the far 
right, past the metal structure which is a walk in cooler.  
Enter the kitchen to get to the social hall, where you will 
set up.     



UNLOCKING THE SHED
Next step is to unlock the shed.

There are two shed keys. One is 
attached to the CSA delivery 
clipboard that the Adamah farmers 
bring.  The other is in the pizza  
kitchen, on the top shelf under the 
window, next to the plastic  wrap. 
The key is on a beaded keychain.
Either a Farmer or a Volunteer 
should unlock the shed.
Note: 
* The light in the shed is tricky: pull 
the knob down. 
* Be careful:  The metal threshold is 
loose and the door may be hot.
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GETTING ITEMS FROM THE SHED
Inside the shed, go to the right and get:
* 4 floor mats
* Tablecloths 
*brown hand towels
* Big Blue Bin, which has:
Clipboard with the Sign In Sheet and Volunteer      
Instructions, yellow notebook which contains 
any necessary information about the pick up 
process, flyers, markers, pens, mini whiteboards
 * Signs: Big white board, 2 wooden signs, swap 
box sign
* Empty vegetable bins, to go back on the truck



SETTING UP THE PICKUP AREA
STEP 1: Fold up the chairs in front of the tables and move them 
out of the way.

STEP 2: Protect the tables and floor:
Cover 2 or 3  tables with table cloths, before placing bins on them.

Place mats on the floor behind the tables, before putting extra bins 
down.

Arrange the synagogue floor mats in front of the tables for people 
to walk on.

STEP 3: Unload the truck:
Place vegetable bins onto the tables and the mats. To keep things 
simple and organized, please only have one crate per item on the 
table at a time. Heavy items on the left as you enter.

Notice in this photo to the right - all the tables are FIRST covered 
with a cloth before stacking crates. 

Even the FLOOR first has a mat before vegetables are stacked on 
it. 



SET UP the WELCOME TABLE
The welcome table is on the left, as you enter, and where the 
line begins. It does not need a table cloth. 

* Place these on the table:
* Clipboard, with Member Sign in sheets, and

              Pick Up Report
* Yellow Notebook, with volunteer instructions and info.

* Harvest notes and flyers

* Sign in on the top of Pick Up Report.  
* Using the veggie list on the Pick Up Report, write name and 
quantity of each item on a mini white board, place in a plastic 
sleeve, and display in front of each bin.

* Place an empty bin at the end of the line, with Swap Box sign.

* Set up signs outside



PICK UP PROCESS
1.  Put on a volunteer apron.

2.  Greet members & have them initial box on the Check In 
Sheet, and offer Harvest Notes

3. Remind folks of upcoming events 

4. Watch to see that members collect the correct quantity of 
items.

5.  Refill bins as needed

6.  Bring empty bins to Shed.

7.  Complete Pick Up Report

* write your names

* note if you ran out of any vegetables, and record the 
item, and names of members who didn’t get that item.

8.  Relay problems or important info to the second shift 
volunteers before you leave. 


